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This deck serves as a
spiritual tool to awaken
the energetic & animal
guidance that rests within
to help you live your most
inspired life
Channeled & Written by: Jessbeinspired
Artwork by: Kelsey Lauren Art
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We invite you to utilize this deck as a way to deeply connect
to your energy and the animal guidance that is
always available to you.
We hope that this deck inspires, heals, and transforms you
to your highest self.
...........
HOW TO USE THIS DECK:
1. Hold the cards in your hands and close your eyes.
2. Take a deep breath and focus on what guidance you seek.
3. Shuffle the cards until one calls to you.
4. Meditate on the mantra, keywords, and imagery to access
your intuition.
Blank cards
The blank cards can be used as a space for you to document
other animal guides or energetic insights that reach out to
you with a divine message.

Bios
BIO
Jess of Jessbeinspired is a Reiki Master, Crystal Shop, Certified Meditation
Teacher with Davidji, and Sound Healer. Her passion is to touch the hearts of those
she encounters and to teach them how to consciously create their life through the
understanding that every thought, word or action shifts the energy in their field and
creates their destiny. Jess’s firm intention is to help people connect to their highest
self and support their transformation.
PROCESS
The Animal & Chakra Oracle deck is an inspired collaboration with the animal
guidance that lives within each of us. The Animal wisdom has been guiding Jess’
intuitive readings, Reiki sessions, and chakra healing since she started channeling.
Their guidance serves as a catalyst to shift you into full alignment. Their words,
messages and insights are a way to guide your inspiration, and connect you to your
highest self. Kelsey’s paintings allow the energy of these animals to come to life in a
visceral way so we can hold space for their divine energy.

BIO
Kelsey Lauren Roy [KL Art] is an Artist, Art Teacher and Yoga Teacher. She earned
her Bachelors in Fine Arts and Master of Arts in Teaching from Maryland Institute
College of Art. Kelsey has used Art as a therapeutic practice for nearly her entire life
and now serves as a guide for others to discover the healing qualities of Art and ignite
their Creative Self.
PROCESS
The Animal & Chakra Oracle deck is a divine collection of hand-painted works.
Each animal was carefully studied and honored with every layer and brushstroke.
As Kelsey paints, she sets up her studio space in a ritualistic manner, lighting candles,
smudging herself and all tools and entering into a meditative state. Connecting with
the chakra energy and affirmations provided by the channelings of Jessbeinspired,
Kelsey was able to fully submerge herself in the insightful message that each animal
brings forth for you.

Root Chakra
Alligator & Root Chakra
I am free to move forward
AUTHENTICITY ~ KNOWLEDGE
The alligator encourages us not to look back because we have received the knowledge to move forward. Alligators rise above the murky waters to see things more clearly. When we are aligned in our root chakra, we are less
reactive. Our root chakra reminds us of our true nature. Let the alligator’s essence remind you that you are free to
move forward towards clearer waters.
Swim with the alligator’s Authenticity and Knowledge to align you with your root chakra by saying this mantra:
“I am free to move forward.”

Elephant & Root Chakra
I will overcome
RESILIENCE ~ CONNECTION
The elephant reminds us of our resilience even in the most challenging times. They are one of the strongest animals physically, emotionally, mentally, and spiritually. We feel connected and empowered when we are aligned in
our root chakra. We have met our basic survival needs. Invoke the elephant’s presence to gently remind you that
you are capable of overcoming your biggest obstacles.
Stand with the elephant’s Resilience to Connect you with your root chakra by expressing this mantra:
“I will overcome.”

Leopard & Root Chakra
I rebirth
COUNSEL ~ INSPIRATION
The leopard consoles us in times of serious challenges. They are said to “eat” up lower vibrations that no longer
serve us. Their spots are unique, and they “choose” when they wish to have them seen by others. We have uprooted deep-seated fears when we are aligned in our root chakra. We genuinely feel confident in our skin. We have
planted new concepts and ideas that have not yet come to fruition; however, we trust they will.
Invoke the leopard’s Inspiration and receive Counsel in your root chakra by saying this mantra: “I rebirth.”

Root Chakra
Snake & Root Chakra
I shed to grow
BELIEFS ~ HEALING
The snake alerts us to our healing gifts. When their energy appears, they share that you are a healer or on a deep
healing journey. One of the most prominent themes within our root chakra is healing generational beliefs that no
longer serve your current belief system. Just as a snake sheds its skin, we can shed past beliefs and establish new
ones aligned with our highest self.
Slither with the snake’s Healing abilities to formulate new Beliefs in your root chakra by saying this mantra:
“I shed to grow.”

Wolf & Root Chakra
I am protected
COMMUNITY ~ WISDOM
The wolf relies on its pack to survive, thrive, and receive wisdom. When we are aligned in our root chakra, we
are supported by the energy of community and feel safe. Surrender with the wolf’s power to feel stabilized in the
lessons you have learned from others and that you are constantly being guided.
Embody the Wisdom of the wolf and receive Community’s energy in your root chakra by utilizing this mantra:
“I am protected.”

Zebra & Root Chakra
I bring in balance
GROUNDING ~ FLEXIBILITY
The zebra reminds us that there is an opportunity to be flexible in the dualities of life to help us feel more
balanced. To view our dualities not as separate but as a unique blend that guides us to feel more grounded. Like
the contrast within the zebra’s stripes, when we cultivate more balance in our opposing energies, we feel more
grounded and aligned in our root chakra.
Ground in the energy of the zebra and maintain Flexibility in your root chakra by repeating the mantra:
“I bring in balance.”

Sacral Chakra
Anteater & Sacral Chakra
I am capable
PURSUIT ~ INNER STRENGTH
The anteater reminds us of our inner strength through social interactions. They tend to live in isolation and very
much enjoy time to themselves. However, they guide us “to get back out there” when their energy appears. When
we are in harmony with our sacral chakra, we own our authority in the relationships outside of us. We feel capable
of creating and transforming to shift into a higher expression.
Call upon your Inner Strength to remain in Pursuit of social activities with the energy that rests within your sacral
chakra by saying this mantra: “I am capable.”

Camel & Sacral Chakra
I trust what is ahead
EXPLORE ~ PERSEVERANCE
The camel invites us to explore the adventures that lie ahead. Camels support us for the long haul and remind us
to stay calm and patient. They can travel up to 100 miles in the desert without any water. When we connect to our
sacral chakra, we have answered the calling to persevere in our journey. We are fully committed to our transformation, no matter how long it takes.
Explore with the camel’s energy to invite Perseverance in your adventures by saying this mantra:
“I trust what is ahead.”

Deer & Sacral Chakra
I transform
AWARENESS ~ SHED
The deer reminds us that we can and will continue to transform. To quote my mentor, teacher, and friend davidji,
“Change is not part of the process; it IS the process.” Deer shed their antlers about once a year. When we are
aligned in our sacral chakra, we have declared the start of new beginnings. We shed any hesitations because we are
invested in our new endeavors.
Leverage the gentle Awareness of the deer to Shed any tribulations in your sacral chakra by saying this mantra:
“I transform.”

Sacral Chakra
Dragonfly & Sacral Chakra
I carry hope
LIGHT ~ NEW BEGINNINGS
The dragonfly encourages to fly with more lightness and joy. When we are out of alignment in our sacral chakra,
we hold onto our fears and do not make space for new energy. The dragonfly’s guidance invites us to embrace new
hope, even amidst our difficulties.
Flutter new Light into your sacral chakra as you enter New Beginnings with dragonfly’s energy by sharing this
mantra: “I carry hope.”

Seal & Sacral Chakra
My creativity awaits
IMAGINATION ~ FLOW
The seal invokes our imagination. They guide us to dive into waters that help us feel more liberated and playful.
When we are balanced in our sacral chakra, we let go of our need to control. We feel truly free and are flowing
with our highest timeline.
Flow with the seal’s Imagination in your sacral chakra by saying this mantra: “My creativity awaits.”

Spider & Sacral Chakra
I create what best serves me
ILLUSIONS ~ BIRTH
The spider invites us to align with our divine feminine. Like the spider builds its web, we can create new “homes”
that best serve our energy. When we are aligned within our sacral chakra, we choose to work through any false
illusions. We are actively transcending our greatest fears to birth new ideas.
Birth new creative endeavors and climb through the Illusions within your sacral chakra by webbing this mantra:“I
create what best serves me.”

Solar Chakra
Bear & Solar Chakra
I stand in my power
BOUNDARIES ~ AUTHORITY
The bear helps us to rise above adversity. They stand tall with conviction to demonstrate their authority.
When unbalanced in our solar plexus chakra, we haven’t fully embraced setting boundaries. We may struggle
with feeling weak or helpless. Just like bears hibernate, they are encouraging us that it’s time to recharge to direct
ourselves to new heights.
Stand in your Boundaries and declare your Authority with the bear’s presence in your solar plexus chakra by
expressing this mantra: “I stand in my power.”

Frog & Solar Chakra
I cleanse to clear
POTENTIAL ~ NAVIGATE
The frog invites us to leap into our potential. They remind us that we get to cleanse any doubts that do not align
with our physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual planes. Just as frogs are typically more visible after the rain,
when we cleanse ourselves of our limitations, we allow ourselves to be seen by others. When balanced in our solar
plexus chakra, we have navigated through any self-limitations to align with our highest potential.
Leap into your Potential and Navigate with the frog’s guidance in your solar plexus chakra, saying this mantra:
“I cleanse to clear.”

Lion & Solar Chakra
I am the master of my domain
COURAGE ~ PERSONAL POWER
The lion activates our sense of courage. Lions are natural-born leaders, and their majestic presence reminds us to
be fearless. We have moved beyond the ego and self-doubts when connected within our solar plexus chakra.
We are not limiting ourselves and proclaim our presence as our power.
Roar with the lion’s Courage and Personal Power in your solar plexus chakra by saying this mantra:
“I am the master of my domain.”

Solar Chakra
Owl & Solar Chakra
I own my inner light
GUIDANCE ~ INTELLIGENCE
The owl invites us to define our inner strength. Owls hunt at night, reminding us that we can hold onto our inner
light even in darker times. When we are aligned in our solar plexus, we are clear on what makes us feel empowered. We are following through on our worth and values to help us thrive.
Fly with the owl’s Guidance and Intelligence in your solar plexus chakra by saying this mantra:
“I own my inner light.”

Raccoon & Solar Chakra
I have all the resources I need
SELF SUFFICIENT ~ RELIANT
The raccoon reminds us that whatever we cultivate is not outside our reach. If you have been seeking answers from
others or outside sources, the Raccoon guides you to come back to yourself. Raccoons have opposable thumbs
that provide them the dexterity and freedom to move and get into whatever they need to survive. We feel entirely
reliant on ourselves when we are in harmony with our solar plexus chakra. We have become self-sufficient so we
can climb into our manifestations.
Be reminded of how Self Sufficient and Reliant you are with Raccoon’s energy in your solar plexus chakra by
saying this mantra: “I have all the resources I need.”

Ram & Solar Chakra
I get to be bold
ATTITUDE ~ WARRIOR
The ram reminds us to own our attitude. They invite us to discover new paths within ourselves with a sure-footed
step. When we are aligned in our solar plexus chakra, we realize our deepest desires to be in the action of our
dreams. We find ourselves making fewer excuses and procrastinating so that we can boldly own the power of our
ripple.
Adopt the Ram’s Warrior Attitude energy within your solar plexus by saying this mantra: “I get to be bold.”

Heart Chakra
Horse & Heart Chakra
There is power in my choices
JOURNEY ~ FREEDOM
The horse activates the journey into the heart. Before there were cars, horses were our main form of transportation. They remind us that we can direct greater freedom into our hearts with every choice. When our heart chakra
is balanced, we allow ourselves to be supported in our journey. The horse invites us to jump on its back to being
held and run free!
Journey with the Freedom of the horse by saying this mantra: “There is power in my choices.”

Kangaroo & Heart Chakra
I move forward
NURTURE ~ PASSIONATE
The kangaroo encourages us to nurture our true nature. Kangaroos are unable to move backward; they can only
hop forward. They have four toes which symbolize the energy of the fourth chakra, the heart. When we are aligned
within our heart chakra, we move towards what truly lights us up. We feel held in our passions to continue to move
into that momentum.
Nurture your heart chakra and feel held by the kangaroo’s Passionate essence by sharing this mantra:
“I move forward.”

Moose & Heart Chakra
I trust myself
CONFIDENCE ~ SELF ASSURANCE
The moose powerfully reminds you to know what is best for you. They stand about 6 feet tall and weigh half a ton.
Their antlers give them a powerful presence. The moose promotes our inner confidence. When we feel strong
in our heart chakra, we fully love ourselves. We signal the self-assurance to feel balanced in all our relationships,
from our hearts to brains.
Stand with moose’s Self Assurance and Confidence deep within your heart chakra by saying this mantra:
“I trust myself.”

Heart Chakra
Orca & Heart Chakra
Peace is in my heart
DUALITY ~ INTIMACY
The orca (whale) awakens us to swim with our most intimate relationship, the one we have with ourselves.
Whenever the whale’s energy appears, it symbolizes that you are aligning with your soul’s purpose. When the
orca jumps above the water’s surface, they experience the duality of being in a brand new world. When we thrive
in our heart chakra, we reach for our highest expression. We are connected to our path because our heart is fully
invested.
Jump with the orca’s Duality and Intimacy within your heart chakra by saying this mantra: “Peace is in my heart.”

Panda & Heart Chakra
I tune out to tune in
PEACE ~ HARMONY
The panda invites you to sit with your heart. When we are aligned within our heart chakra, we are in harmony with
our feelings and reminded that they are essential. Pandas remain calm when chaos erupts around them. They enjoy
sitting patiently while eating their bamboo. When our hearts are supported, we have nourished them with the
peace it deserves. We are taking a moment to ask our hearts, how would it like to be more nourished?
Be like the panda and sit with Peace and Harmony in your heart chakra by saying this mantra:
“I tune out to tune in.”

Sugar Glider & Heart Chakra
I nourish my heart
GENTLENESS ~ SOFT
The sugar glider reminds us to be gentle with our hearts. The heart chakra is a fragile energy center because it is
where we give and receive love. The sugar glider’s soft, delicate and small frame reminds us that some things get to
be extra cared for. When we are aligned in our heart chakra, we are nourishing it. We find ourselves people-pleasing less or feeling distracted by things that weigh us down.
Glide with the sugar glider’s Gentleness and bring its Soft essence into your heart chakra by saying this mantra:
“I nourish my heart.”

A Little Extra Love
Dog & Heart Chakra
I love unconditionally
KINDNESS ~ LOYALTY
The dog reminds us that we get to receive and share love without conditions. This card features a portrait of my
dog, Pepe, who has consistently showered me with his affection. Dogs teach us that we deserve to be loved, no
matter what. When we can adapt to this same energy, we feel compelled to love with more ease. When we are
aligned within our heart chakra, we can see ourselves through a lens with less judgment. We are loyal to ourselves
at the highest frequency, love.
Spread Kindness and Loyalty with the dog’s unwavering love in your heart chakra by saying this mantra:
“I love unconditionally.”

Extra Cards
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Throat Chakra
Bat & Throat Chakra
I share my needs
LISTENING ~ SENSITIVITY
The bat reminds us to listen to our inner dialogue. Most bats live in colonies with hundreds or even thousands of
other bats. They have distinct communication with each colony member to collectively and individually thrive and
survive. When we are aligned within our throat chakra, we are blessing our inner thoughts and not self-sabotaging. We are sensitive to our needs and share them with others to help us feel safe.
Listening with the bat’s Sensitivity will help align your throat chakra by saying this mantra: “I share my needs.”

Cow & Throat Chakra
I am gentle with my voice
COMMUNICATION ~ TENDERNESS
The cow invites us to communicate with more tenderness. In certain religions, the cow is considered a sacred symbol of fertility and motherhood. When we do not feel heard, we may think we have to speak our truth forcefully,
but the cow wants us to be kinder in our communication without judgment or aggression. When we are balanced
in our throat chakra, we feel heard. We are supported in our vulnerability.
Allow the cow’s guidance to change your Communication style with more Tenderness in your throat chakra by
saying this mantra: “I am gentle with my voice.”

Ladybug & Throat Chakra
I give myself permission
TRUTH ~ OPPORTUNITY
The ladybug encourages us to express our truth. If a ladybug lands on you, it is blessing you with good luck to
move forward with opportunities. Their energy helps us make choices in life that create more opportunities for us
to be happy. When we are aligned in our throat chakra, we exercise our will. We are giving ourselves full permission to experience more of what we desire.
Allow the lady bug’s energy to provide the Opportunity for you to express your Truth in your throat chakra by
saying this mantra: “I give myself permission.”

Throat Chakra
Macaw & Throat Chakra
I am mindful of my thoughts
BRIGHT ~ MANIFEST
The macaw actively reminds us to be mindful of our spoken and unspoken thoughts. Like a parrot that repeats
back to you, what are the words you speak to yourself and the world around you? Their bright feathers remind us
that we get to be bold in our sharing. We let our light shine when we are in balance within our throat chakra.
We are allowing our highest expression to fly free.
Manifest with the Bright energy of the macaw in your throat chakra by saying this mantra:
“I am mindful of my thoughts.”

Rooster & Throat Chakra
My expression is unique
INDIVIDUALITY ~ ESSENCE
The rooster encourages us to own our individuality. Each rooster looks and crows differently. These brilliant birds
invoke the new day. We own our unique gifts when we are aligned within our throat chakra. We are allowing our
essence to be seen.
Rise with the rooster’s Individuality and Essence deep within your throat chakra by saying this mantra:
“My expression is unique.”

Swan & Throat Chakra
I appreciate the beauty around me
GRACE ~ GRATITUDE
The swan graciously invokes the inner beauty that exists within each of us. Above the water, they move with a
sense of grace and ease, but they paddle powerfully underneath. Their physical presence is beautiful. When we
have balance within our throat chakra, we can see and experience the world with more gratitude. We feel a sense
of deep appreciation for all our experiences so that we can flow in new directions.
Swim with Grace and Gratitude with the swan’s energy in your throat chakra by saying this mantra:
“I appreciate the beauty around me.”

Third Eye Chakra
Chameleon & Third Eye Chakra
I am woke
PSYCHIC GIFTS ~ ACTIVATION
The chameleon’s energy indicates that our third eye is activated. When our third eye is open, our psychic gifts are
enhanced. We are unlocking our Clair senses. Just like the chameleon changes colors to adapt to its environment,
when our third eye chakra is balanced, we blend our spiritual energy daily.
The chameleon’s Activation will enhance your Psychic Gifts in your third eye by saying this mantra: “I am woke.”

Lemur & Third Eye Chakra
I predict
CLAIRVOYANCE ~ PAST LIVES
The lemur reveals that our clairvoyance is heightened. Clairvoyance is our ability to intuitively “see” images with
our third eye. The lemur’s energy invites us to explore our past lives, so we can receive information that may be
supportive of our present life.
Explore your Clairvoyance and Past Lives with lemur’s energy in your third eye chakra by saying this mantra:
“I predict.”

Lizard & Third Eye Chakra
I trust in my dreams
DESIRES ~ VISIONS
The lizard guides us to embrace our dreams. They shed their skin and have the ability to regenerate their tail when
injured. When we are balanced in our third eye chakra, we create space for new messages to come through. We let
go of past disappointments and focus on the visions ahead.
Move toward your Desires and Visions with lizard’s guidance in your third eye chakra by saying this mantra:
“I trust in my dreams.”

Third Eye Chakra
Lynx & Third Eye Chakra
I look beyond the facade
INSTINCTS ~ ATTENTION
The lynx encourages us to tap into our intuitive instincts. They invite us to observe our environment. We focus
on our inner guidance when aligned within our third eye. We are not consumed with outside distractions. Our
perception is heightened.
Pay Attention to your Instincts with the lynx’s energy in your third eye by saying this mantra:
“I look beyond the facade.”

Sloth & Third Eye Chakra
I get to be still
TRUSTING ~ PACE
The sloth’s slow movement reminds us to align with the pace of the divine. They move with an unhurried pace
taking purposeful steps forward. When we are balanced in our third eye chakra, we are trusting in the unknown.
We are letting go of restrictions on when we “think” things should unfold. We are patient in our foresight.
Allow sloth’s Trusting guidance to set the Pace in your third eye by saying this mantra: “I get to be still.”

Tiger & Third Eye Chakra
I choose to know
DECLARE ~ CLAIRCOGNIZANCE
The tiger invites us to bravely declare our direction. Tigers love to gaze up at the moon to remind them of the
light, even in the dark. Their physical presence inspires us to be fearless. When aligned in our third eye chakra,
we release conditioned patterns and constrictions that hold us back from taking risks. We are aligning with our
claircognizance, which is our inner knowing. Declaring your illumination even when answers do not appear to be
present.
Declare your Claircognizance with the tiger’s energy within your third eye chakra by saying this mantra:
“I choose to know.”

Crown Chakra
Butterfly & Crown Chakra
I choose love over fear
MIRACLES ~ GROWTH
The butterfly encourages us to be in a miracle mindset. Their transformation is considered a spiritual rebirth
because of how magical it is. <life is too short to be in fear; choose a safe space to transform. Choose to see the
miracles> When we are aligned in our crown chakra, we choose to believe in love over our false illusions. We are
growing into our most blissful vision and version.
Flutter with butterfly’s Miracles and welcome in Growth to your crown chakra by repeating this mantra:
“I choose love over fear.”

Crane & Crown Chakra
I trust the process
FORTUNE ~ PATIENCE
The crane reveals that good luck and prosperity are near. They remind us to lean into what is working in our lives;
we may just need to remain patient. When we are balanced in our crown chakra, we feel less overwhelmed because
we allow our higher self to support us. We are open to the abundance and blessings the universe has in store.
Fly with the crane’s good Fortune and Patience in your crown chakra by saying this mantra: “ I trust the process.”

Hawk & Crown Chakra
I seek clarity
FOCUS ~ OBSERVATION
The hawk guides us to have more clarity and focus. Hawks carefully observe before they decide to swoop in. They
invite us to pause and reflect. One of their most significant characteristics is their vision. We can clearly “see” our
desired outcomes when balanced in our crown chakra. We experience less brain fog and feel sharp. When we are
out of alignment in our crown chakra, we have too many things going on and may need to adjust our priorities.
Cultivate intentional Observation and Focus with the hawk’s energy supporting your crown chakra by saying this
mantra: “I seek clarity.”

Crown Chakra
Hummingbird & Crown Chakra
I deserve joy
INFINITE ~ SWEETNESS
The hummingbird allows us to fly towards the sweetnesses that life offers. Even though they are quite small, they
are powerful. As they drink nectar, their wings create the pattern of the infinity symbol. When balanced in our
crown chakra, we welcome infinite ways to share and experience joy. We are leaning into our euphoric energy.
Flap into the Infinite Sweetness that the hummingbird has to offer you in your crown chakra by saying this mantra:
“I deserve joy.”

Koala & Crown Chakra
I reach for my higher self
PERSPECTIVE ~ FAITH
The koala guides us to have more faith. Koalas enjoy being perched at the top of trees with a clear view of their
surroundings. When balanced within our crown chakra, we elevate our perspective to gain inspiration during
challenges. We have decided to let go of the heaviness so we can live life from a higher perspective.
Shift into a new Perspective and greater Faith with the kola’s bear energy in your crown chakra by saying this
mantra: “I reach for my highest self.”

Peacock & Crown Chakra
I rejuvenate
SELF LOVE ~ PURITY
The peacock purifies any lower vibration thoughts so that we can be more compassionate. They expand their tail
feathers and captivate us with their majesty and beauty. When we are aligned within our crown chakra, we accept
ourselves and are filled with self-love, letting all of our light, colors, and shadows be seen. We are honoring ourselves with more self-love to synchronize with the expansive energy around us.
Expand with the peacock’s Purity and invite more Self Love into your crown chakra by saying this mantra:
“I rejuvenate.”
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